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ABSTRACT
We present a prototype that integrates WAP-based information access with spoken dialog interaction. WAP phone usability is
encumbered by keypad entry for typing text, and also by the small screen-size that requires much scrolling during browsing or menu
selection. The spoken dialog interface offers a desirable complement whereby commands may be spoken instead of typed, and the dialog
design may present a menu hierarchy for user selection. We refer to this integrated interface as WAP-speech. Our prototype system offers
two information services on an Enterprise Java Beans platform. (i) The weather information service allows the user to traverse a three-tier
menu on the WAP phone to retrieve the weather information of a city. Alternatively, the user may interact with the spoken dialog interface
and the requested weather information is pushed to his WAP phone. (ii) The stock alert service allows the user to specify the alert condition
for a Java-based software agent to monitor a real-time financial information feed. When the pre-specified condition is met, the alert message
is automatically generated and pushed to the user’s WAP phone. Preliminary usability studies indicate that the WAP-speech interface can
significantly shorten task completion time when compared to the WAP-only interface. The software agent architecture design is suitable for
asynchronous WAP applications, where it performs off-line tasks and generates WAP push messages.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years we see the emergence of wireless Web-based data services. It is estimated that there are currently 4.4 million Wireless
Application Protocol (WAP) pages worldwide [1], and subscribers of NTT i-mode in Japan has reached 60 million [2]. However, the
popularity of Web access on the mobile phone is encumbered by usability problems in both input and output. To input text with the WAP
phone keypad is a cumbersome process, to input the word “Hong Kong” requires keying in the number sequence
"44-666-66-4-0-55-666-66-4".1 Keying in non-alphabetic text for languages, such as Chinese, special steps need to be learned. As regards
the output, the small WAP phone screen supports only four to six lines of text, each with 20 characters. Selecting an item from a menu list,
the user needs to scroll through many screens of snippets of information. The situation is aggravated by information latency from the
14.4kpbs WAP transmission rate. It is easy for the user to lose track during WAP browsing.
To circumvent these usability problems, we propose to integrate WAP with a spoken dialog interface. Users can input commands
simply by speaking. The hierarchy of menus typical of WAP applications may be transformed into goal-oriented spoken dialogs. Hence
users may either traverse the WAP menu tree to retrieve personal information, or issue spoken requests via the spoken dialog interface and
upon finishing the dialog, the requested information is pushed onto their WAP screens. We believe that the spoken dialog interface may
expedite the interaction process for information access. From the perspective of a pure spoken displayless dialog interaction, the WAP
screen also serves as a desirable complement. In a displayless setting, the information must be presented through speech synthesis. Since
speech is transient, it takes the user sometime to listen to the entire message. In comparison, the small visual display can present information
in a more succinct manner. Hence we believe that such WAP-speech integration presents many advantages. The only constraint hindering
tight integration is that the current 2G environment requires explicit context switching between the WAP and the spoken dialog interface [3].
However, this constraint will be relaxed with the onset of 3G [4]. Furthermore, spoken dialog development will proliferate with the W3C’s
effort in developing VoiceXML 2.0 [5].
We have implemented a prototype system integrating WAP with a spoken dialog interface, to which we will refer as the WAP-speech
interface. Our system offers weather and stocks information services. These services, together with our system architecture and usability
statistics, will be presented in the following sections.
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The hyphen denotes a pause in keypad entry.

2.

The WAP-Speech Weather Information Service

2.1

The WAP-based Interface

We have implemented a WAP-based information service using a three-tier hierarchical menu. For example, to reach the Hong Kong
weather report, the user has to perform (i) one scroll and three clicks to select “Asia” in the REGION menu; (ii) one click and two scrolls to
select “China” in the COUNTRY menu; and (iii) keying in the string “Hong Kong” in the CITIES text-box, which requires 17 key presses (see
Figure 1).

Another four clicks (OK, HONG KONG, FOLLOW LINK and CURRENT FORECAST) are required to obtain the real-time weather
forecast (see Figure 2).

Since keypad entry is rather cumbersome, we improve the system usability by means of a substring matching technique. This is
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The user can replace 17 key presses with two key presses and one click to retrieve the Hong Kong weather
information.

2.2

The Spoken Dialog Interface

We have developed a trilingual spoken dialog interface supporting the languages used in Hong Kong (Cantonese, Putonghua and
English). Speech complements the WAP phone input/output interface, and the dialog can be designed to embed the structure of the three-tier
menu hierarchy (see Table 1).

Screen dumps in Figure 5 shows the new weather information pushed to the user. When the user clicks on “My Profile” (central
screen-dump in Figure 5), he is connected to the city selected previously during the spoken dialog interaction, i.e. “Hong Kong”.

3.

The WAP-Speech Stock Alert Service

We have also implemented a WAP-speech stock alert service. Our stock information is retrieved from a dedicated satellite feed
provided by Reuters Hong Kong. Upon the user’s request, a software agent is launched to monitor the satellite feed for a user-specified
condition. A typical spoken dialog is presented in Table 2. This spoken dialog interface is also trilingual.

When the user-specified condition is met, the alert message is automatically pushed to the WAP phone (see Figure 6).

4.

System Implementation

Our system architecture is illustrated in Figure 7. We have adopted the Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) platform. If only WAP is used for
information access, user requests via the WAP phone are sent to the remote EJB clients in the front-end host machine. Each service has its
remote EJB client (with IP address of corresponding application server) which invokes service remotely by RMI1. At server end, the EJB
container initiates a new EJB or calls a Java-based software agent to perform services, such as retrieving weather information, or monitoring
the Reuters satellite feed. Upon task completion, the software agent can push a message to the user’s WAP phone by means of the WAP1.2.1
push technology. The push message is accompanied by an URI2 linking to the new WML page. The alerted user can access the WML page
by simply clicking the embedded URI in the push message. IBM has a similar idea called "Voice In, WAP Out" in their DEMOmobile in
2000 [6] which implemented text messaging for user alerts. They demonstrated a caller making inventory inquiries over the cell phone by
interacting with a speech-enabled web server. The report requested by the caller was sent back as a text message to the cell phone in less then
ten seconds. In our system WAP-speech, we used the WAP push function in WAP v1.2.1 for sending text messages to alert the user. WAP
version 1.2.1 was the latest release at the time of implementation in 2001. Each of these text messages specify a URI, on which the user can
click to be transferred to an automatically generated WAP page with the requested output information.
The front-end machine also hosts the spoken dialog system. Our trilingual spoken dialog interface is implemented on the
SpeechWorks 6.0 platform that offers barge-in capabilities. It configures the overall user query and sends the command to the appropriate
remote EJB client. Thereafter all interactions are identical to WAP-only information access as described above.
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Remote Method Invocation
Universal Resource Indicator

We have conducted a preliminary evaluation based on the task completion duration using (i) keypad entry; (ii) keypad entry with
substring matching; and (iii) WAP-speech. Users are asked to access the weather information for a city (see Table 3). It shows substring
matching in keypad entry significantly expedites WAP-based information access. The duration is shortened further when WAP-speech is
used.

5.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have integrated WAP-based information access with spoken dialog interaction. Usability of the WAP phone interface is
encumbered by the keypad entry and small screen size for input and output respectively. The spoken dialog interface offers a desirable
complement whereby commands may be spoken instead of typed, and the spoken dialog may present a hierarchy of menus sequentially for
user selection. We refer to this integrated interface as WAP-speech. We have implemented two prototype services based on an EJB platform.
The weather information service allows the user to traverse a three-tier menu for the weather information of the city of choice. Alternatively,
the user may interact with the spoken dialog system and the requested weather information is pushed to his WAP phone. The stock alert
service allows the user to specify the alert condition for a software agent to monitor a real-time financial information feed. When the
pre-specified condition is met, the alert message is automatically generated and pushed to the user’s WAP phone. Preliminary usability
studies indicate the WAP-speech interface can significantly shorten task completion time when compared to the WAP-only interface. Future
work will be devoted to the development of spoken dialog interface in VoiceXML 2.0 and multi-access to Web information via Web, WAP
and voice browsing.
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